Information on the upcoming vote on the EU-USA PNR Agreement
Dear MEP,
Soon you will be deciding on the EU-US agreement on passenger name records (PNR).
Since there is confusing information on this agreement, there are a few things we would like to clarify.
Please consider the following issues for your decision on the EU-US PNR Agreement:

The proposed agreement will not result in
improved legal security for citizens

The proposed agreement does not meet the
conditions set by the European Parliament

Contrary to recent statements by EU Commissioner
Cecilia Malmström, the PNR agreement will not increase
legal security for citizens. It will, however, give legal
protection to the current practice of data exchange.
It does not provide any benefit for European citizens.
The proposed agreement does not provide an adequate
level of protection for the processing of personal data as
required by the EU Data Protection Directive and Article
8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights.

The European Paliament’s resolution of May 5th 2010
said that any PNR transfer agreement with the US should
take the form of a treaty, recognize the fundamental right
to freedom of movement, prohibit the use of PNR data for
data mining or profiling, and take into consideration PNR
data which may be available from sources not covered
by international agreements, such as CRS located outside
the EU. The proposed Agreement does not meet these
criteria, and does not even mention any of these issues.

There is no access control or access logging

There is no appropriate information to travelers

PNRs are created whenever a booking is made. To
faciliate exchange between airlines, central reservation
systems are used (CRS). These CRS are the source of the
PNRs discussed in the agreement. Access controls and
access logs are mandatory for sensitive data like the one
stored in PNRs. But there are no geographic controls on
access to PNR data. Any airline or CRS office worldwide
can retrieve any PNR of that airline or CRS. The EU-US
agreement claims that all access to PNR data is logged.
But when individuals have requested the logs of who
has accessed their PNR data, airlines, CRSs, and the DHS
have all said that they have no access logs. Thus the PNR
data is open for abuse. Most of the CRS are located outside of the EU.

Right now travelers are not informed which personal
data is stored and processed. Information requests to
airlines and travel agencies are usually answered unsufficiently. The legal action neccessary here would be the
enforcement of European data protection laws, not the
creation of a legal exemption for this very critical information. The agreement states the right to be informed
which personal data is processed under the Freedom of
Information act in the US. Recent experiences showed
that requests are answered insufficiently if at all. The
Freedom of Information Act provides multiple exemptions, which together result in the inability to learn which
personal information is processed.

In conclusion the EU-US PNR agreement not provide any benefit to European citizens. The proposed Council Decision
places all of the legal burdens on the EU without requiring corresponding obligations from the USA. Under the proposal,
the EU is expected to provide support from both Council and the EP, but neither the US President nor Senate is bound
by this agreement. Only an international treaty with strong data protection safeguards based on European standards,
which is also ratified by the US Senate, can provide improved legal security and protection of European citizens.
Therefore we ask you to reject the agreement!
For further information please contact us at info@nopnr.org
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